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1: List of publications - IGU Geographical Marginality
The articles in this volume are grouped under three main parts. The first part discusses the role of theory and also
methodological aspects and approaches towards the question of marginality. The second part gives a "time-space"
perspective by examining the past, present and future aspects of marginality.

Check new design of our homepage! Mysteriously Exciting Space Tourism: Join in then to find out what this
fad is all about. UniverSavvy Staff Last Updated: In stark contrast to this, today, you and I can think of
undertaking a leisure trip to explore the ever-expanding and relatively unknown realms of the universe. Man
has definitely surged forward, and he extends this need for exploration even into space, something that once
was considered unfathomable. Space tourism was earlier conceived to be mere science fiction, but now it has
gained momentum and a newfound importance. An Overview of Space Tourism The very concept of "space"
is multifaceted, and offers a plethora of possibilities. What then is the idea behind space tourism? Space
tourism is a relatively new concept, however, it has been in consideration for a couple of decades now. The
Concept Travel undertaken in space for either business, leisure or recreational purposes is known as space
tourism. The very idea of space travel is vast, like the very sky we breathe under, we can only see a horizon at
the far end but when we reach the supposed end, there is always more awaiting us. Space, for that matter, has
infinite possibilities embedded within, which makes it an ultimate mecca for commoners like you and me who
crave for uniqueness in all that we do. Besides, space is quite a huge platform for all those with an
adventurous spirit, and who are always searching for ways to try the unfathomable. Past Achievements of
Space Tourism Dennis Tito It is said that, ever since the early man gazed up into the sky, he was mesmerized
by the vastness above him. As legends may have it, the idea for reaching far beyond what was possible, might
have popped into his mind way back then. Records show that, way before man explored space and set foot on
moon, many individuals have explored their creative abysses and written about travel in space. Konstantin
Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky, considered as the father of Russian space industry, described the bountiful aspects
of space much before man had anything to do with space, however, his theory of space was rejected for the
sole purpose that no one believed in the concept of space travel. However, space travel gained a momentum
with the launch of the first liquid-fueled rocket. After that, there has been no looking back for man, especially
in the concept of venturing out in space. Some of the most memorable moments for space tourism, are the
Commercial Space Launch Act of ; among the lucky few who had an opportunity to venture into space were
Toyohiro Akiyama in and Helen Sharman in Dennis Tito was the first paying customer who visited the
International Space Station in Mark Shuttleworth followed suit in The Present Scenario The Russian Space
Agency has been the sole agency providing low-cost astronaut and space transport facilities. However, present
day transportation cost per seat is far too high to permit the sustainable development of space travel. Many
have dared to venture into the market in the past, but very few have successfully materialized their plans for
providing a platform for space travel. Among the handful of companies promoting space travel and tourism,
Virgin Galactic and XCOR Aerospace are by far the most successful, and most publicized agencies building
spacecrafts for sub-orbital flights. The government of USA has recognized eight such space agencies
promoting space tourism. Glimpse into the Future According to the market researchers, the space tourism
industry is set to take off and scale new heights, and work towards achieving this goal is now gaining
momentum. Space Adventures Virginia has arranged eight private trips to the space station, and has also
booked one passenger for an excursion around the far side of the moon. It also has a passenger seat to fill for
the first private lunar mission which could materialize anytime next year. SpaceShipTwo along with
WhiteKnightTwo have successfully been used as sub-orbital launch vehicles, it will be followed by
SpaceShipThree which will launch some time soon. Spaceport America in New Mexico, though still in the
development phase, claims to provide an unusual experience to those interested in space travel, they plan to
have, at their port an exclusive cabin for individuals to experience weightlessness without venturing into
space. A passenger oriented space transportation system, that will ensure passenger safety, be reliable and
reusable will boost space travel. Besides, the level of comfort should be equivalent to commercial airliners and
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the introduction of sub-orbital flights will bring down the cost of space travel. Imagine a hotel room in mid
space with your room overlooking stars and planets; in a seemingly near future, this could be a possibility.
Space Hotels is a booming concept and many hoteliers are showing interest in expanding their business to
space. In keeping with the future demands, the rates per seat are sure to see a steady decline making it
affordable for just about anyone to undertake a journey into the abysses of space. My view of the future is that,
maybe in years, most people who want to go to space will have the opportunity to do it; and that will be
affordable. Like the aviation industry or any other industry with large prospects, experts believe that space
travel and tourism will soon be commercialized. It is one of those industries which will definitely see an
upward trend if initiated, and made available to the consumers at a relatively lesser cost. Space tourism can be
considered to be an alternative lower cost space program. Space tourism spells the concept of luxury: Space
tourism unlike exploration, involves a relatively short exposure to space, weightlessness and a wonderful new
adventure; besides, it cuts down the after effects involved in a space expedition, it sums up to be a literally
high, roller coaster ride. Lesser Known Facts Human space flight is an extremely costly affair, besides, you are
never sure of your safety. Space tourism, unless cost-efficient, is too pricey, and limited to the elite class of the
society. Tourism includes relatively high risk associated with space flight, the difficulties of preparation and
the possible discomfort to the passengers during the flight. This industry is not favored because, building a
space tourism vehicle is expensive, besides, the vehicle should be one that can be reusable which rarely
happens in the case of space vehicles. Space tourism definitely adds a new dimension to space exploration,
and if explored well, might facilitate other space activities.
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Book: Marginality in space - past, present and future: theoretical and methodological aspects of cultural, social and
economic parameters of marginal and critical regions. www.enganchecubano.com + pp. Abstract: The book discusses
the role that marginality has had, has today and is going to have in the future.

But the really big early moments came from putting humans into space again, after the Soviet Union got there
first through the Mercury space program. On May 5, , Alan Shepard became the first American astronaut,
making a minute suborbital flight, and on Feb. But there have been others. Almost from the start, NASA
discovered that failure is a part of space exploration, sometimes at the cost of human lives. Apollo 1, the first
manned mission of the Apollo program, ended in tragedy in January when a fire during a test killed all three
crew members. Tragic accidents also led to fatalities aboard space shuttles Challenger and Columbia. NASA
also has a history of missed deadlines and budget overruns that are a constant source of criticism. The flaw
was eventually corrected, and the space telescope is still sending back remarkable images today. What has
NASA been doing lately? At any given time, NASA has myriad projects, missions and research under way or
in various stages of development. There are also the ongoing expeditions aboard the International Space
Station, next-generation rockets under development and other big plans for the future. Before the Trump
administration took office, NASA was already working toward a goal of sending astronauts to Mars sometime
in the mids. The new White House has since issued a trio of space policy directives that lay out priorities for
parts of the federal government that operate in space, including NASA. The first of these directives made it
clear that NASA is still to aim for Mars, but will also plan to return to the moon first. NASA is also preparing
for a big milestone when it turns transportation of astronauts to the International Space Station over to
commercial companies, namely SpaceX and Boeing. NASA already struggles with planning one decade
ahead, given the scientific complexities of its missions and political uncertainties of its budgets. How is NASA
celebrating 60 years? A few NASA facilities will be holding events and celebrations to commemorate the
occasion. The event will be open to the public and feature appearances by NASA astronauts and science
demonstrations. This piece was originally published on Sept.
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Get this from a library! Marginality in space--past, present and future: theoretical and methodological aspects of cultural,
social and economic parameters of marginal and critical regions.

The topic is relatively new in Slovenia as well as elsewhere and not many Slovenian authors directly
contributed to it. There are certain dilemmas and unanswered questions that we point out as signposts for
future investigation. Every annual meeting of the commission reveals that there are many different views and
no con- sensus. It almost seems that marginality is something you can feel, but cannot define. An important
goal according to that is to define the state of the art of geographical marginality research in Slovenia in the
first decade of the new millennium. For the purpose above we used the following methodological approaches:
In the beginning of the nineties Slovenia: He also stated that there are two large regions within Slovenia that
may be classified as marginal Alpine and Dinaric. For these two he specifies the natural conditions as the
reason for their marginality. The reason, in his opinion, is the ongoing process of depopulation that takes place
there. His paper dealt with the developmental issues of the Bohinj basin in central part of the Julian Alps
where he mainly ana- lyzed the changes in agriculture of the area in the post World War II period with special
regard given to the grazing and shrinking of mountain pastures. Belec is another author that was active in the
nineties and at several conferences he presented the following topics: The author of this text wrote about
marginality from different viewpoints, usually with use of case studies from Slovenia. Another group of his
texts deals with development with spe- cial regard to rural areas and programme of integral rural development.
Some other Slovenian authors also wrote about similar problems as those mentioned above, but they did not
directly put them into the context of geographical marginality. The main topic is rural development, similarly
as in many studies from the field of geographical marginality. The areas analyzed could also be defined as
marginal although the authors preferred to define them as periph- eral. We suppose that this way they only
considered their geometrical position and avoided the concept of geographical marginality. Slovenian
contribution to the research of geographical marginality globally is certainly not insignif- icant. It covers
different topics and gives several insights into considerations of marginality. Similarly to researches from the
rest of the world, there are no ultimate findings about the definition of geographical marginality and the extent
of geographically marginal areas. Slovenians tend to present Slovenia and geographical marginali- ty from
Slovenian point of view rather than to explore geographical marginality worldwide. Nevertheless we may
conclude that Slovenians contribute constantly to the work of IGU commission on marginal- ity even though
there is no systematic and complex research of this field in Slovenia. However, this is no different than in
other countries. There are plenty of partial insights, but no wider general overview of all of the marginality
manifestations in certain region at any scale. He offered three possible concepts: He also distinguished
marginality from peripherality. We can say that there is not just one and ultimately correct definition of
marginality. Margin has several meanings. We believe that the difference between margin and its antonym the
written matter is essential. Marginal according to our understanding is something that is on the margin. This
means that it is essentially different than the rest of the page. The role of the margin is mainly esthetical while
the role of the rest of the page is to bring the information. We can add some remarks on the margin, but this
kind of infor- mation is completely different than the one in the printed text. This does not mean that they are
without any ties with other non-marginal regions. We therefore believe that marginal regions are not
necessarily completely isolated from the central ones. We believe that the essential characteristics of marginal
regions are: Any of the above characteristic is difficult to measure. Very often the appro- priate indicators are
not available at the desirable scale. Finally we usually do not have enough means to do an in-depth research.
We decided that we will use only one indicator. We assumed that settlements with considerable share of
illiterate inhab- itants are so different that we can consider them as marginal. Permanent settlement for Roma
in Slovenia is something that started mainly in the second half of twentieth century and for many only at the
end of it. Roma chil- dren are now going to Slovenian schools but many of Roma adults did not go to school
and did not learn to read and write. Most of them have no proper profession. One of their typical occupations
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is collect- ing metal waste and selling it. Few of them are regularly employed and in many households social
transfers provided by the government are often the main regular source of income. Their lifestyle is not well
under- stood by the majority and there is very common stereotype that the Roma are paid for doing nothing
and are not trustworthy. We can consider them as the most marginalized group in Slovenia and consequentially we can consider the places where they live as marginal. However, they do not settle larger rounded
areas. They are dispersed between certain settlements mainly in north-eastern part of Slovenia Prekmurje and
in south-eastern part Dolenjska, lower part of Sava valley. All other groups of settlements with extremely high
shares of illiterate inhabitants were located in remote hilly areas with predominance of older population.
Obviously the reason was depopulation. These settlements were in hilly countryside in the hinterland of Koper
alpine valleys in northern Slovenia and in high hilly area on the left bank of Drava river along Austrian border.
The highest calculated coefficient was 0. They only indicate municipalities that show more marginal
characteristics than others. Municipality Kostel even had one of the highest rates average annual rate: On the
other hand even undoubt- edly central municipalities may have quite negative demographic characteristics.
Our researches showed that it is rather difficult and to some extent confusing to use the concept of marginality
in Slovenian European context. There certainly are peripheries, depressed and under- developed places and
regions, but the interaction between such areas and regions on one side and the developed central ones on the
other, is always and everywhere present at least to certain extent com- muter flows, supply, migration,
recreation etc. At least if we want to define it with exact measurable criteria. There are some relatively isolated
areas with few interactions with centers and with weak economic and demographic potential. Therefore we
may consider them as marginal- ized. However, we believe that it is not appropriate to define them as
marginal. There may be outer objective reasons for it and inner subjective as well. Marginality regarded this
way may fit into the behavioral paradigm well. Geographical marginality may therefore be considered as:
According to the scale this distance differs radically. This may happen both in peripheral and in central areas.
Many people there were convinced that their town is lagging behind because of Ljubljana and its central
position. The feeling that because of its geographical position their region cannot par- ticipate in economic
development was very common at that time. That does not mean that Maribor should be considered as
geographi- cally marginal. In cases of peripheral areas the sensation of marginality is undoubtedly the
expression of an advanced process of marginalization. Such areas have unfavorable economic and
demographic characteristics, poor accessibility to working places as well as to all basic services. In case of
border areas the process of marginalization may even be accelerated and the sensation of marginality
strengthened. Therefore the depopulation and change of demographic structure were expected consequences.
On the other side the natural beauty of these areas makes them attractive for part time dwellers either by
emigrants from the area or urban people from other parts of Slovenia and the EU. From this point of view
these areas are central because their peripherality is filled with natural beauty and recreational opportuni- ties.
We believe that there are two possible points of views of environmental importance. The second one is
appropriate when we talk about environmental centrality. In this case it is in close connection with the
accessibility of environmentally well-preserved areas and with their attractiveness and importance for the
urban population. Centrality in this case is the degree to which these areas serve to its neighboring urban
centers agglomerations. Environmentally marginal areas are supposed to be completely opposite of the one
described above. It is now being revived again since the refinery has been closed. In global context the best
example is probably Chernobyl after its nuclear disaster. Trough mass media popular culture mainly of USA
origin endan- gers national cultures and languages worldwide. However, they are already under the pressure of
global trends and cultural marginalization is on its way. It is easier to find different characteristics showing
marginalization of an area or social group than to find exact indicators of geographical marginality. An area or
region may show marginal characteristics from some aspects while from other it may be even central. Slovenia
is too small to fit into ideal scheme of centre-periphery-marginal areas, but that does not mean that it has no
marginalized regions. Only the author of this text has continually researched different topics from this field.
However, his approach was also not systematic. Slovenia is small and travelling dis- tances to regional centers
by car are relatively short. We can state something similar for the distances between regional centers and the
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capital. We believe that further investigation of factors of different kind of marginalization at the regional
level has to be done in future research of this field. Marginality and policy of regional development in
Slovenia. The problems of the sustainable regional development of border-line areas in Slovenia. The problem
of marginality in Slovenia in the light of the European situation. Between global and local.
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Marginality in Space - Past, Present and Future: Theoretical and Methodological Aspects of Cultural, Social and
Economic Parameters of Marginal and Critical Regions (Routledge Revivals) | Heikki Jussila, Roser Majoral, Chris C.
Mutambirwa | ISBN: | Kostenloser Versand fÃ¼r alle BÃ¼cher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.

Offices Through the Decades Offices in the s In the s, offices more resembled smokey factory floors than the
bright, green spaces of the modern day. In a way reminiscent of the industrial age and the World Wars, the
office of the s was a formal and hierarchical space. Office Culture in the s Companies in the s were rigidly
structured, where high-ranking employees worked alone in private offices and the rest of the employees sat on
an open floor. It was common to smoke and drink at work, and with the majority of employees in the same
open space, non-smokers were forced to breathe second-hand smoke all day. Office Design in the s Open plan
offices were, in fact, popular long before the open offices of the modern day. Open offices in the s, however,
were not designed to encourage communication and collaboration, rather to be reminiscent of factory
floorsâ€”having all workers visible was meant to ensure maximum productivity. Meanwhile, high-ranking
employees often had their own offices and the most senior members of companies had corner offices with
more windows, which served as a further status symbol. Office Attire in the s In the s, office attire was strictly
business formal and expected during all working hours, every day of the week. Colours were modest and
conservative and overarching conformity was expected. In the s, the working population clocked in an average
43 hours per week [1]. Women in the workforce in the s In the s, the gender divide was prominentâ€”men
dominated essentially all aspects of society. Men held high-ranking positions in the workplace while women
most often worked as secretaries or shorthand-typists before they were married, after which they left the
workforce to be full-time homemakers. Women holding executive positions were essentially unheard of.
Office Culture in the s The offices of the s, as Mad Men portrays, were martini-filled days that turned into
indulgent nights, the morning after which nevertheless saw employees back at their desks. The birth control
pill, which was approved for contraceptive use in , gave women a larger measure of independence and
freedom to intermingle with their male colleagues. Office Design in the s In the s, Robert Propst, an employee
of Herman Miller furniture company, felt that the assembly line-like office of the s was too entrenched in
hierarchy and status. Propst responded by creating the Action office, a three-walled space designed to be open
while still allowing each individual employee privacy. This new office plan became popular and became
widely-known as the cubicle [4]. Office Attire in the s Office attire in the s carried on in the style of the s,
where business formal was the norm in the workplace. However, as seen in the rise of the cubicle, work
culture was evolving to allow more individualism and as such, office attire slowly became more colourful.
Working hours per week in the s Working hoursâ€”which started to stabilise around 40 hours per week in the
sâ€”dropped slightly throughout the s, a trend that would continue until present day. On average, workers in
the s were at their jobs 41 hours every week [1]. Women in the workforce in the s In , the birth control pill was
approved for contraceptive use, gaining 6. Women, having gained control over their bodies, experienced a
newfound liberation from traditional gender roles. Kennedy and aimed to eliminate discrimination and
unequal pay based on gender [6]. It could be argued that because the hippies outright challenged the status
quo, they spurred the progression of gender, social, and racial equality in society and the workplace. Office
Culture in the s Office culture in the s was, in a way, more relaxed than the culture of todayâ€”long lunches,
water cooler talk, and multiple cigarette breaks were less frowned upon. As with previous decades, men still
dominated the workplace, although various equality laws along with the hippie movement helped advance
equality in the workplace. Office Design in the s The cubicle, which was conceptualised and popularised in the
s, was by far the most dominant type of office in the s. Ergonomic designs dominated the decadeâ€”office
designs continued to provide individual workers with greater measures of freedom to work autonomously and
creatively. Computers began to find their way into the office, in those times as giant whirring machines that
took up entire rooms. Office Attire in the s The s were well-known for hippie and disco culture, which placed
heavy emphasis on individualism in an almost rebellious act against the conformity that dominated preceding
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decades. Such attire modestly found its way into the workplace and inspired further colour and pattern in the
work uniform. Workplaces started to allow more variety than strictly business formal. Working hours per
week in the s Working hours continued to drop marginally but steadily per decade, to 40 hours per week in the
s [1]. That being said, casual breaks during the day such as the aforementioned extended lunches, water cooler
talk, and cigarette breaks were more common in the s than they are today. Women in the workforce in the s
Following the Equal Pay Act in the United States, the Equal Pay Act was passed by the United Kingdom
Parliament prohibiting unequal treatment between working men and women in terms of pay and employment
conditions [7]. Even though women started to gain a measure of equality through such efforts, the s were still
a time when women worked the more menial of office jobs and often left the workforce to become full time
homemakers once they were married. Generation X started to enter the workforce, bringing with them new
ideas that contributed to the progressive dismantling of strict hierarchies in the workplace. Office Culture in
the s Generation X came of working age in the s. This, along with the influence of hippie culture that had
dominated the s and s, inspired a new dynamic in the workplace where power and decision was not centralised
in the upper echelons of companies. Middle management gained authority, creating a culture where employers
and employees alike took ownership in moving the company forward. Office Design in the s The s were a
decade where corporate culture was dominant. Office design subsequently took on a modern aesthetic with
clean lines made of glass and concrete [9]. The PC was brought to mass market in the s, radically changing
workplace design and operation. The heavy PC of the s brought about equally heavy workstations. Office
Attire in the s Business formal attire remained relatively unchanged in the s, however, more colours were
accepted in the workplace. In certain companies, business casual started becoming commonplace. Women had
more choice in the type of clothing that was considered appropriate for the workplace. Working hours per
week in the s Average working hours per week increased slightly in the s to 43 hours per week [1], This was
largely due to corporate culture, which encouraged a habit of working long hours as a sign of dedication to the
company. While sexual harassment in the workplace would still not be abolished even by present day, the s
marked a turning point where women started to gain the right to vocalise their concerns without distinct fear of
losing their jobs. Office Culture in the s In the s, the economy was booming. Woman as well as people from
different ethnicities and classes enjoyed a larger measure of equality than ever before in history, creating a
richer and more diverse office culture. The World Wide Web gained traction, creating new ways of
communication in business and the workplace. Office Design in the s The office of the s was a contrast to the
perceived excess of the office of the s. Office design in the s was utilitarian and functional. Open offices
started becoming popular again, but for different reasons than they were in earlier decadesâ€”in the s, offices
were made open plan to promote collaboration [9]. Office Attire in the s By the s, office attire had become
more casual. Casual Fridays were introduced and gained popularity during the decade. For a number of
industries, men could get away with never having to wear a tie and women had the freedom to choose from a
wide variety of clothing styles. Working hours per week in the s Working hours continued to drop slightly by
the s, remaining stable at around 40 hours per week as it had starting in the s [1]. Women in the workforce in
the s Women in the s enjoyed various benefits and opportunities won by previous waves of feminism and were
brought up with expectations of achievement similar to that of men. Despite persisting barriers of sexism,
classism, and racism, there were more women in the workplace making a closer salary to that of men than ever
before. The s were a time of evolution and revolution in the way people worked. Technology and high-speed
connectivity became hyper prevalent in society. The smartphone was brought to mass market in the latter part
of the s, redefining the way people interacted with each other. Office Culture in the s While Generation X
sought to dismantle the strict hierarchies of the workplace in the decades that preceded them, millennials
sought to redefine what a successful career meant, and how such a career could be achieved. The dot com
explosion and success of tech companies such as Microsoft and Google paved the way for the young,
entrepreneurial, and driven to create their own tech companies in hopes of similar success. Office culture
became one of innovation and hustle, where teams worked together to achieve high growth. Coworking
spacesâ€”where people not employed by the same company work in the same spaceâ€”started to become
popular, giving those seeking an alternative to coffee shops and isolation in home offices a place to interact
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with like-minded individuals. Office Attire in the s Business casual dress continued to gain popularity in the s.
Tech startups introduced casual wear in the office, believing that how people perform takes precedence over
what they wear. Working hours per week in the s Working hours for full-time employees in the s sat at
approximately 38 hours per week [1]. That being said, employees of various industries, keen to get ahead and
achieve the millennial dream of early retirement and world travel, often worked longer hours and weekends in
order to achieve their goals. Women in the workforce in the s Women continued to gain equality in the
workforce in the s, with more opportunities and higher salaries than ever before. The millennial attitude is
prevalent in the workplace, especially in the booming startup industry. Valuing experiences over physical
possessions and keen on disrupting traditional methods of work, millennials in the s are redefining the
workplaceâ€”this will drastically affect the office of the future. Office Culture in the s Office culture in the s is
one of collaboration, community, and equality. Tech startup culture is prevalent [12], where employees are
friends first, colleagues second, and all driven to work for the common goal of growth. Essentially all
developed countries have passed laws regarding class, race, and gender equality in the workplace, aspects that
much of the millennial workforce are conscious of irrespective of laws. Office Design in the s The rise of
coworking in the s was meteoric, with major players such as WeWork dominating the industry and providing
spaces for people from different companies and industries to work, collaborate, and network. Sustainability,
wellness, and community are among the most highly valued aspects of offices in the s. Office Attire in the s
The s have allowed a wide range of attire to be worn in the office, with style and design specific to each
industry. Startup culture created a trend of casual wear in the office. Those who work in ad agencies and
industries such as fashion generally dress in the latest trends, while those in more conservative industries still
observe the traditional business formal wear. Working hours per week in the s According to a survey
conducted by Edelman Research, the total workforce grew 2. The ever-growing amount of freelancers make
estimating the average amount of hours worked difficult, however, for full-time employees, the average sits at
Women in the workforce in the s Gender equality has come a long way since the s, but there is still work to be
done. The viral MeToo movement of , which gained international attention and response from high-profile
celebrities, further empowered women to speak up against sexual misconduct. The Future of Work will have
to have meaning, as will the office of the future. Offices in the s In the s, the workplace will be a green,
sustainable, and creative space that is focused on community. Technology will be prevalent. Technological
growth will impact the workforce by rendering certain positions obsolete while creating new jobs, services,
and efficiencies. There will be fewer hierarchical companies governed by a few individuals at the top.
Companies will instead be decentralised and have smaller teams that gather to work on project-basis. Office
Culture in the s The office of the s will be a progression of the coworking and coliving movements that started
in the s and s respectively. Continued technological developments will create a world where more people work
from home and digital nomads are prevalent. However, people still need time and space to meet in real life. As
a result, the community aspect will become more important.
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